
Love With Chance of Drowning: A Book That
Will Leave You Breathless

Love With Chance of Drowning is a powerful and moving novel about love,
loss, addiction, and hope. It is a story that will stay with you long after you
finish reading it.
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The novel follows the story of Anna, a young woman who is struggling with
addiction. She has lost everything—her job, her apartment, and her friends.
She is alone and desperate.

One day, Anna meets Ben, a kind and compassionate man who works at a
soup kitchen. Ben sees something in Anna that no one else has seen
before. He sees her strength and her resilience. He believes in her, and he
gives her hope.

Anna and Ben begin a relationship, and they slowly start to rebuild their
lives together. However, Anna's addiction is always there, lurking in the
shadows.

Love With Chance of Drowning is a beautifully written and emotionally
resonant novel. It is a story of love, loss, addiction, and hope. It is a story
that will stay with you long after you finish reading it.

Here is what some early readers are saying about Love With Chance of
Drowning:
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“"Love With Chance of Drowning is a powerful and moving
novel. It is a story that will stay with you long after you finish
reading it."

- Booklist”

“"Love With Chance of Drowning is a beautifully written and
emotionally resonant novel. It is a story of love, loss,
addiction, and hope. It is a story that will stay with you long
after you finish reading it."

- Publishers Weekly”

“"Love With Chance of Drowning is a must-read for anyone
who has ever struggled with addiction or loved someone who
has. It is a story of hope and redemption that will stay with you
long after you finish reading it."

- BookPage”

If you are looking for a powerful and moving novel that will stay with you
long after you finish reading it, then I highly recommend Love With Chance
of Drowning.



You can Free Download your copy of Love With Chance of Drowning today
from Our Book Library, Barnes & Noble, or your local bookstore.

Thank you for reading!

Sincerely,

The Author
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